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What Is STRESS?
Stress is a feeling that's created when we react to particular events. It's the body's 
way of rising to a challenge and preparing to meet a tough situation with focus, 
strength, stamina, and heightened alertness.

The events that provoke stress are called stressors, and they cover a whole 
range of situations — everything from outright physical danger to making a class 
presentation or taking a semester's worth of your toughest subject.

The human body responds to stressors by activating the nervous system and specifi c 
hormones. The hypothalamus signals the adrenal glands to produce more of the 
hormones adrenaline and cortisol and release them into the bloodstream. These 
hormones speed up heart rate, breathing rate, blood pressure, and metabolism. 
Blood vessels open wider to let more blood fl ow to large muscle groups, putting 
our muscles on alert. Pupils dilate to improve vision. The liver releases some of its 
stored glucose to increase the body's energy. And sweat is produced to cool the 
body. All of these physical changes prepare a person to react quickly and effectively 
to handle the pressure of the moment.

This natural reaction is known as the stress response. Working properly, the body's 
stress response enhances a person's ability to perform well under pressure. But 
the stress response can also cause problems when it overreacts or fails to turn off 
and reset itself properly.

Good Stress and Bad Stress
The stress response (also called the fi ght or fl ight response) is critical during 
emergency situations, such as when a driver has to slam on the brakes to avoid 
an accident. It can also be activated in a milder form at a time when the pressure's 
on but there's no actual danger — like stepping up to take the foul shot that could 
win the game, getting ready to go to a big dance, or sitting down for a fi nal exam. 

A little of this stress can help keep you on your toes, ready to rise to a challenge. 
And the nervous system quickly returns to its normal state, standing by to respond 
again when needed. But stress doesn't always happen in response to things that 
are immediate or that are over quickly. Ongoing or long-term events, like coping 
with a divorce or moving to a new neighborhood or school, can cause stress, too.

Long-term stressful situations can produce a lasting, low-level stress that's hard on 
people. The nervous system senses continued pressure and may remain slightly 
activated and continue to pump out extra stress hormones over an extended 
period. This can wear out the body's reserves, leave a person feeling depleted or 
overwhelmed, weaken the body's immune system, and cause other problems.
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10 Things
You Need To Stop 

Doing If You Want To Be 
SUCCESSFUL

Success means something different to every person: like beauty, it exists in the 
eye of the beholder. It is your responsibility to determine what success means for 
you, and how you go about breeding success in your life.

Despite this, there are definitely hindrances to success. These drawbacks are 
ubiquitous in their ability to deter your success. But don’t fret because if you seek 
success, and you fear your actions are blocking your desire for success, you have 
the power and control to overcome the following obstacles.

Making Excuses
Stop blaming other people for why you don’t get what you want. Stop refusing 
to accept responsibility for your mistakes. You make your own choices and you 
make your own mistakes. In general, stop justifying your poor choices and stop 
attributing your lack of success to things outside of your control. Successful 
people don’t do this. Don’t waste time looking externally by creating excuses for 
why you didn’t achieve success.

Focusing on the Negatives
Yes, there are negative circumstances in life that you have no control over. There 
are also plenty of positive experiences in your life. You defi nitely have more positives 
in your life than negatives. You are capable of living with a positive perspective. If 
you want to cultivate success in your life than you need to concentrate on all the 
good. You shouldn’t disregard the negative, but you don’t have to give it so much 
of your attention. Otherwise you are never going to be satisfi ed because you are 
so focused on the unfavorable conditions of your life. Even if you reach a level of 
ostensible success, your continued focus on the negatives will prevent you from 
relishing your accomplishments.
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Fearing Failure
As I previously stated, YOU ARE GOING TO FAIL! There is no reason to fear it. 
Rather, you should embrace it. Learn from it, and ultimately improve from it.
When you are successful you know you are always trying your best. When you fail 
it is not a refl ection of you as a person; you are not a fl awed individual. View failure 
as an opportunity to grow, not as something to be feared.

Looking for the Easy Way
I want to preface by stating that attaining success isn’t supposed to be an improbable 
venture where you have to overcome a certain amount of adversity and hardship. I 
am opining that successful people don’t look for the easy way through life.
Merely strolling through life on cruise control is not the blueprint for success. You 
need to challenge yourself at times. Push yourself and stretch your limits. Aim to 
reach your maximum potential, and then go beyond that. That is a success in itself.

Beating Yourself Up
You wouldn’t ever beat yourself up physically so why would you do it emotionally 
and mentally? Learning how to skillfully deal with your thoughts and emotions when 
you are facing adverse situations is crucial to being successful.
Get upset over things. Express your emotions in an appropriate manner. Be 
unhappy from time to time. It is going to happen. But don’t ruminate over unpleasant 
memories and beat yourself up over things that already occurred. Too much time 
and energy spent on this diverts your attention away from more important endeavors 
like progressing toward your goals.

Being Ungrateful
The best way to establish more contentment in your life is to be more grateful. 
If you want to push away happiness, joy, and bliss than be ungrateful. Gratitude 
breeds happiness but it also breeds success. If you are grateful for your life and 
everything that comprises it you are going to have a less complicated time attaining 
wealth and accomplishing your goals. I don’t just mean fi nancial wealth because 
wealth includes all kinds of valuables. I am not proposing that all fi nancially wealthy 
people are grateful, and therefore, successful, or that all fi nancially poor people 
are ungrateful, and therefore unsuccessful.If you crave success than observe 
everything you are grateful for. Your gratitude will serve as a compass for your life. 
It will guide your decision-making, and lead you to success.

Concentrating Solely on Your Needs
Hopefully this goes without saying but focusing only on yourself is not going to 
help you attain success. You could be the wealthiest person on the planet, and it 
is apparent that you are extremely successful. If you accrued your wealth by taking 
advantage of people, or by being selfi sh and egotistical, you are not successful. 
You probably wouldn’t be very happy either. The best way to succeed in life is by 
helping someone else!
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Getting Distracted
You were going to start your book but…You were going to launch your dream 
business idea but…You were going to travel through Asia butI get it. Things come 
up. Life takes you on a different course. It happens sometimes. But don’t allow 
yourself to become distracted from realizing your dreams. When distractions 
obstruct you from your passions than you are moving further and further away from 
claiming your ultimate successes. This starts with your daily life. It is fun and often 
necessary to log onto Facebook and check emails, but don’t allow the modern 
technological age to prevent you from the work that needs to be fi nished today. 
Success is based on working toward your goals while not letting disruptions hinder 
that.

Living Aimlessly
It is your responsibility to ascertain your life goals and objectives. Being successful 
means you are fulfi lling your life’s purpose every day. Whether your purpose is 
super ambitious such as solving world hunger or more feasible like being happy, 
doesn’t matter. The point is that you are aiming to be the best you can be. Steadily 
wandering through life without any ambitions or without contributing anything to 
society is not what successful people do.

Giving Up
When you face an improbable obstacle in life how do you respond? Do you give 
up, or do you keep pressing on? Successful people don’t give up. They commit 
themselves to reaching their fi nal destination. They may not ever get there, but 
they don’t allow impediments to prevent them from trying. This means continuing 
on despite failures and disappointments. Success encompasses a lot of different 
arenas. What works for fi nancial success may not translate into relationship 
success. Being successful as an athlete doesn’t necessarily make you successful 
as a student as well. There are varying degrees of success depending on what 
situation you are in. As the late great John Wooden said, “Success is peace of mind 
which is a direct result of self-satisfaction in knowing you did your best to become 
the best you are capable of becoming.
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10 Things To Remember If 
You Want To Do What You 
Love For A Living

10 must-read tips to help you on your path to success and long-term fulfillment both 
personally and professionally.

Map out your GPS (Greatness + Passions + Service)
Try an exercise called The GPS Formula: the ‘G’ represents what you’re Great at. 
The ‘P’ represents what you’re Passionate about. And the ’S’ represents how you 
can provide a Service by combining both G+P.
The overlapping of the three (GPS) is your sweet spot for making a living doing 
what you love. Let’s dive into the details of each individual portion of The GPS 
Formula so that you can discover a combination that’s the right fi t for you.

What are you Great at?
What are you great it? Seems like a pretty simple question, right? The unfortunate 
truth of the matter is, that most people have absolutely no idea how to answer it. 
Even worse; corporate cultures are predicated on trying to improve on weaknesses 
rather than cultivate strengths. And this puts a lot of us in an emotionally unstable 
position; making us feel as if we’re not great enough or good enough.
So how do you fi gure it out for yourself? Make a list. Write down every single thing 
you’re skilled at. When you’re done with your list, you’ll feel good about the fact that 
you’ve actually got something positive to look at on paper. Next, organize that list 
based on what you believe you’re best at from the list of skills and qualities you’ve 
written down about yourself. Take your time with this.
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Passion: Don’t try to fi nd it. Try to bring it
People get way too caught up in trying to “fi nd their passion”. Let me be crystal 
clear here – we do not fi nd passion. Passion is a result. We bring it about by taking 
action. We need to inject passion into the things we do. The best way to do that, is 
to try doing more of the things that you actually love to do. And while you’re doing 
those things, you might fi nd it benefi cial to take note of whether you love that thing 
enough to try and make a living out of it.

Determine your highest point of Service
Your highest point of service (or contribution) is where your greatest gifts (G) 
intersect with your passions (P) in a way that allows you to serve (S) other people. 
Similar to what I outlined for you above (see #3); this is where you focus on the “S” 
part of The GPS Formula — the part that requires you to produce value for other 
people (your employer, or your customers) so that you can actually make a living 
doing what you love. The best way to fi gure out your highest point of service is to 
fi rst make a list of the things you’re great at (G), and second, to cross reference it 
with what you’re passionate about (P). The third and fi nal step, is to fi gure out the 
best combination of G + P which will allow you to provide a service (S).

Always be reading
People who do what they love for a living have a voracious appetite for learning 
as much as they can about the work they love to do. They’re constantly looking for 
ways to expand their knowledge by reading the best books about their industry. 
You should do the same. Once you’ve fi gured out what you love and want to do for 
a living, go fi nd 5 of the best books about that industry and read them cover to cover

Take action
If you want to do what you love for a living, you need to always be taking deliberate 
action immediately after you learn something so that you can decipher the difference 
between what works and what doesn’t.

Find a mentor
It doesn’t matter if you’re learning from someone in real life, or if you’re learning 
from them through their books and videos – fi nd the best of the best in your industry 
and use them as guides and role models to help you become more successful and 
avoid painful pitfalls so that you can successfully arrive to that sweet spot where 
you’ll be making a living doing what you love.

Get out of your comfort zone
Get into shape if you are overweight. Eventually, develop a passion for health and 
fi tness. Your confi dence will improve and your energy will shoot through the roof! 
It’s crucial to get out of your comfort zone if you want to fi nd and do what you love 
for a living, because the benefi ts of doing so will pour into every area of your life.
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Don’t burn yourself out
A little grit never hurt anyone, but far too many folks hold the irrational belief that 
they must succumb themselves to back-breaking work in order to earn their keep. 
This is non-sense. Doing work you love isn’t supposed to be totally easy. But that 
doesn’t mean it’s supposed to be excruciatingly hard either. People who do what 
they love for a living know that the secret to success is to cultivate a symbiotic 
relationship between labor and love. So remember: if you’re burning yourself out, 
then you’re doing it wrong.

Make friends with failure
In order to successfully do what you love for a living, there’s one thing you need 
to get comfortable with whether you’re ready for it or not — failure. If there’s one 
thing I know for sure, it’s that failure is inevitable on your path to success. But the 
beautiful thing about failure is that the more it happens, the closer you get to that 
sweet spot. That place you’ve defi ned as your own unique intersection of where 
your greatest gifts collide with your skills — coming together in a way that allows 
you to fi nally fulfi ll the dream that all of us are really after in life and business: to 
combine what we love to do with what we do for work.
If I can do it, so can you.
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SELF DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR

Learn How To 
Manage Stress And 
Prevent Health 
Problems
When you’ve got an unexpected bill, a dead car battery or family 

trouble on your hands, are you like a cartoon character with 

steam shooting out of your ears? Or a cool cat who manages your 

stress?

Everyone feels stress in different ways and reacts to it in different 

ways. How much stress you experience and how you react to it 

can lead to a wide variety of health problems — and that’s why 

it’s critical to know what you can do about it.

Find out more at our May Self Development Seminar

S

May 2015

PLEASE CALL 03-8062 1133 OR EMAIL 

US AT SALES@VENTRAX.COM.MY  TO BOOK YOUR SEAT.

“MOST OF US HAVE TWO LIVES. THE LIFE WE LIVE, AND THE UNLIVED LIFE 

WITHIN US. BETWEEN THE TWO STANDS RESISTANCE.”

TIME MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
The Time Management Workshop is specially designed to help 

you understand and use the planner. The better you organise 

your time with your planner, the better you can use your time 

for attaining your personal and organizational goals. You’re most 

welcome to bring along your friends and colleagues.

TIME MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP AT VENTRAX OFFICE.

PLEASE CALL 03-8062 1133 TO BOOK YOUR SEAT.

T
T

y

y

fo

DATE:

19 MAY 2015

TIME:

6.00PM - 8.00PM

VENUE:

BANKER’S CLUB

Bilik Keluli (Level 21), 

Jalan Imbi,

Kuala Lumpur
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Self Management
with Dr. Venga

Self Management
with Dr. Venga

We have now talked a fair bit about time management, but how will 
you benefi t from it? Imagine from the moment you wake up every 
morning, your to-do list rushes into your mind and your family is 
already at your side with chores that they want you to do. If this 
happens daily, you will eventually become a time bomb that’s waiting 
to explode as more stress is piled on you. Time management can 
help reduce your brains start up time. By allocating all your activities 
to the time when you wish to perform them, you no longer need to be 
stressed out as you are assured that you have time to handle every 
activity you need to perform.

Furthermore, time management helps to prevent job expansion as 
it provides natural breaks as deadlines. Many times we’re easily 
carried away while performing a task, especially if we do not have 
a time frame and goal in mind. At the end we’ll discover that we 
have actually wasted a lot of time doing unnecessary work. With 
time management, you’ll be required to identify start and due dates 
for each activity, therefore forcing you to be disciplined and stick to 
the set deadline. This does not mean that the quality of work will not 
be as good as if you had a free hand, but by allocating time frames 
and deadlines, it makes you more conscious of time, thus making 
you realise your capacity and not go overboard.

You’ll also free up your mind to focus on the work, as opposed to 
thinking about when you’ll be done. As I mentioned earlier, work will 
never end as the more available time there is, your work expands.
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20 Things To Remember If 
You Love A Highly Creative 
Person
There’s no argument anymore. Neuroscience confirms that highly creative people 
think and act differently than the average person. Their brains are literally hardwired 
in a unique way. But that gift can often strain relationships. I’ve seen it firsthand 
while working with New York Times bestselling authors and Grammy-winning 
musicians.

If you love a highly creative person, you probably experience moments when it 
seems like they live in a completely different world than you. Truth is, they do. But 
trying to change them isn’t nearly as effective as trying to understand them.

It all begins by seeing the world through their lens and remembering these 20 
things:

They have a mind that never slows down.
The creative mind is a non-stop machine fueled by intense curiosity. There is no 
pause button and no way to power it down. This can be exhausting at times but it 
is also the source of some crazy fun activities and conversations.

They challenge the status quo.
Two questions drive every creative person more than any others: What if? and Why 
not? They question what everyone else takes at face value. While uncomfortable 
for those around them, it’s this ability that enables creatives to redefi ne what’s 
possible.

They embrace their genius even if others don’t.
Creative individuals would rather be authentic than popular. Staying true to who 
they are, without compromise, is how they defi ne success even if means being 
misunderstood or marginalized.
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They create in cycles.
Creativity has a rhythm that fl ows between periods of high, sometimes manic, 
activity and slow times that can feel like slumps. Each period is necessary and 
can’t be skipped just like the natural seasons are interdependent and necessary.

They need time to feed their souls.
No one can drive cross-country on a single take of gas. In the same way, creative 
people need to frequently renew their source of inspiration and drive. Often, this 
requires solitude for periods of time.

They need space to create.
Having the right environment is essential to peak creativity. It may be a studio, a 
coffee shop, or a quiet corner of the house. Wherever it is, allow them to set the 
boundaries and respect them.

They focus intensely.
Highly creative people tune the entire world out when they’re focused on work. 
They cannot multi-task effectively and it can take twenty minutes to re-focus after 
being interrupted, even if the in 

They feel deeply.
Creativity is about human expression and communicating deeply. It’s impossible to 
give what you don’t have, and you can only take someone as far as you have gone 
yourself. A writer once told me that an artist must scream at the page if they want 
a whisper to be heard. In the same way, a creative person must feel deep if they 
are to communicate deeply.

They live on the edge of joy and depression.
Because they feel deeply, highly creative people often can quickly shift from joy 
to sadness or even depression. Their sensitive heart, while the source of their 
brilliance, is also the source of their suffering.

They think and speak in stories.
Facts will never move the human heart like storytelling can. Highly creative people, 
especially artists, know this and weave stories into everything they do. It takes 
longer for them to explain something, explaining isn’t the point. The experience is.

They battle Resistance every day.
Steven Pressfi eld, author of The War of Art, writes:
“Most of us have two lives. The life we live, and the unlived life within us. Between 
the two stands Resistance.” Highly creative people wake up every morning, fully 
aware of the need to grow and push themselves. But there is always the fear, 
Resistance as Pressfi eld calls it, that they don’t have what it takes. No matter how 
successful the person, that fear never goes away. They simply learn to deal with 
it, or not.
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They take their work personally.
Creative work is a raw expression of the person who created it. Often, they aren’t 
able to separate themselves from it, so every critique is seen either as a validation 
or condemnation of their self-worth.

They have a hard time believing in themselves.
Even the seemingly self-confi dent creative person often wonders, Am I good 
enough? They constantly compare their work with others and fail to see their own 
brilliance, which may be obvious to everyone else.

They are deeply intuitive.
Science still fails to explain the How and Why of creativity. Yet, creative individuals 
know instinctively how to fl ow in it time and again. They will tell you that it can’t be 
understood, only experienced fi rsthand.

They often use procrastination as a tool.
Creatives are notorious procrastinators because many do their best work under 
pressure. They will subconsciously, and sometimes purposefully, delay their work 
until the last minute simply to experience the rush of the challenge.

They are addicted to creative fl ow.
Recent discoveries in neuroscience reveal that “the fl ow state” might be the most 
addictive experience on earth. The mental and emotional payoff is why highly 
creative people will suffer through the highs and lows of creativity. It’s the staying 
power. In a real sense, they are addicted to the thrill of creating.

They have diffi culty fi nishing projects.
The initial stage of the creative process is fast moving and charged with excitement. 
Often, they will abandon projects that are too familiar in order to experience the 
initial fl ow that comes at the beginning.

They connect dots better than others.
True creativity, Steve Jobs once said, is little more than connecting the dots. It’s 
seeing patterns before they become obvious to everyone else.

They will never grow up.
Creatives long to see through the eyes of a child and never lose a sense of wonder. 
For them, life is about mystery, adventure, and growing young. Everything else is 
simply existing, and not true living.
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POSITIVE
VS. NEGATIVE

EMOTIONS

Emotions (aka feelings) are a normal and important part of our lives. Some 
emotions are positive. Think of happiness, joy, interest, curiosity, excitement, 
gratitude, love, and contentment. If you're like most people, you seek out 
these emotions. And, like most people, you are probably wary of negative 
emotions: Feelings like sadness, anger, loneliness, jealousy, self-criticism, 
fear, or rejection can be diffi cult, even painful at times.

Just as positive emotions can create a sense of well being, negative emotions 
can be stressful. That's especially true when we feel a negative emotion 
too often, too strongly, or we dwell on it too long. Negative emotions are 
impossible to avoid, though. Everyone feels them from time to time. They 
may be diffi cult, but they don't have to be stressful.

Here are three steps that can help you manage or prevent the stress that may 
come with negative emotions.
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Identify the Emotion
Learning to notice and identify your feelings takes practice. In addition to focusing 
on your feelings, check in with your body, too. You may feel body sensations with 
certain emotions — perhaps your face gets hot, for example, or your muscles tense.

Be aware of how you feel. When you have a negative emotion, such as anger, try 
to name what you're feeling.

For example:
That guy Ian in my offi ce makes me so mad!
I get so jealous when I see that girl/guy with my ex.
I feel afraid whenever I have to walk past those bullies.

Don't hide how you feel from yourself. You might not want to broadcast your 
feelings to other people (like your ex, for example, or that guy in your study group 
who is making you mad). But don't suppress your feelings entirely. Simply naming 
the feeling is a lot better than pretending not to have it — or exploding without 
thinking.

Know why you feel the way you do. Figure out what happened that got you 
feeling the way you do.

Don't blame. Being able to recognize and explain your emotions isn't the same as 
blaming someone or something for the way you feel. Your ex probably isn't seeing 
someone new as a way to get back at you, and the guy who takes credit for your 
work might not even realize what he is doing. How you feel when these things 
happen comes from inside you. Your feelings are there for a reason — to help you 
make sense of what's going on.

Accept all your emotions as natural and understandable. Don't judge yourself 
for the emotions you feel. It's normal to feel them. Acknowledging how you feel can 
help you move on, so don't be hard on yourself.
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Take Action
Once you've processed what you're feeling, you can decide if you need to express 
your emotion. Sometimes it's enough to just realize how you feel, but other times 
you'll want to do something to feel better.

Think about the best way to express your emotion. Is this a time when you 
need to gently confront someone else? Talk over what you're feeling with a friend? 
Get out your frustrations by yelling into your pillow so only you hear? Or do you 
work off the feeling by going for a run?

Learn how to change your mood. At a certain point, you'll want to shift from a 
negative mood into a positive one. Otherwise your thinking may get stuck on how 
bad things are, and that can drag you down into feeling worse. Try doing things that 
make you happy, even if you don't feel like it at the time. For example, you might 
not be in the mood to go out after a breakup, but going to the mall or watching a 
funny movie with friends can lift you out of that negative space.

Build positive emotions. Positive feelings create a sense of happiness and well 
being. Make it a habit to notice and focus on what's good in your life — even the little 
things, like the praise your dad gave you for fi xing his bookshelves or how great the 
salad you made for lunch tastes. Noticing the good things even when you're feeling 
bad can help you shift the emotional balance from negative to positive.

Seek support. Talk about how you're feeling with a parent, trusted adult, or a 
friend. They can help you explore your emotions and give you a fresh way of 
thinking about things. And nothing helps you feel more understood and cared for 
than the support of someone who loves you for who you are.

Exercise. Physical activity helps the brain produce natural chemicals that promote 
a positive mood. Exercise also can release stress buildup and help you from 
staying stuck on negative feelings.

Get Help With Diffi cult Emotions
Sometimes, no matter what you do, you can't shake a tough emotion. If you fi nd 
yourself stuck in feelings of sadness or worry for more than a couple of weeks, or 
if you feel so upset that you think you might hurt yourself or other people, you may 
need extra help.

Talk to a school counselor, parent, trusted adult, or therapist. Counselors and 
therapists are trained to teach people how to break out of negative emotions. They 
can provide lots of tips and ideas that will help you feel better.
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I’ve read countless articles about what successful people do on their 
weekends. Do you want to know the secret? It’s the same thing that they do 
every other day.

As Aristotle said, “We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an 
act, but a habit.”

Here are 12 weekend habits of highly successful people:

Robert Iger: Get up early
This Disney CEO is not the only executive claiming to rise at 4:30 every 
morning. Successful people do not stay in bed until 2 p.m. on a Sunday. Or 
even 11 a.m. Research shows that our brains are sharpest two and a half to 
four hours after waking. Get up early on a weekend and you’ve got a head 
start on the rest of the world.

Benjamin Franklin: Have a plan
Apparently, this founding father asked himself every morning, “What good 
shall I do today?” Successful people know the importance of even daily goals 
— the weekends are no exception. Sure, they can be a time for (planned and 
purposeful) rejuvenation, but you don’t have to be President to know that 
general slacking off is not an option.

Timothy Ferris: Don’t multi-task
Multi-tasking is so 2005. It may be tempting to maximize your weekend 
productivity by running on the treadmill while calling your mother and 
trolling your newsfeed, but successful people know that this just reduces 
effi ciency and effectiveness. Instead, be present for each single activity. 
Ferris recommends a maximum of two goals or tasks per day to ensure 
productivity and accomplishments align.

12 WEEKEND 
HABITS OF HIGHLY 
SUCCESSFUL 
PEOPLE 
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Anna Wintour: Stay active
Vogue’s editor-in-chief commits to playing tennis for one hour every day. And 
she’s not the only big-shot making time for exercise. Richard Branson stays active 
with kite surfi ng and India’s fourth-richest billionaire is a serial marathon runner. 
Successful people know the importance of an active body for an active mind — 
weekends included. If nothing else, it will also counteract that glass of wine and 
cheese platter from Saturday night.

Steve Jobs: Prioritize what’s important
“Things don’t have to change the world to be important.” Weekends are the time 
to remind yourself of the forgotten little things — to keep your work-life harmony 
(the new ‘balance’) in check and reset if needed. Spending time with your friends, 
children or partner might not directly increase profi ts that day or propel you into 
the limelight, but that doesn’t make it any less important. Even the current US 
President famously makes time to sit down for dinner with his family.

Warren Buffet: Make time for hobbies
He may be considered the most successful investor of the 20th century, but in his 
“spare” time Buffett likes to play the ukulele. Successful people are often interesting 
people — and their hobbies have a lot to do with that. Sure, golfi ng on Saturdays 
can be a great way to network and source business opportunities. But, even solo 
hobbies — knitting like Meryl Streep or oil painting like George W. Bush — can aid 
success through fostering creativity and relieving stress.

Oprah: Practice stillness
Forbes’ most powerful celebrity of 2013 still fi nds time to sit in stillness for 20 
minutes — twice a day! This once-best-kept secret of the yogis is now common 
knowledge. Even the corporate world is acknowledging the benefi ts of meditation 
and mindfulness for reducing stress, improving productivity, facilitating creativity 
and maintaining general well-being. The weekends can often be busier than week 
days with attempting to cram in chores, exercise, family commitments, social 
engagements and more into a 48-hour period. The most successful people take 
daily time out for stillness, weekends included. They don’t call it a meditation 
“practice” for nothing.

Randi Zuckerberg: Forget FOMO, Embrace JOMO
We’ve all done it — posted a tastefully fi ltered snap of our weekend antics or 
checked in on social media to elicit “likes” and envy from our friends/followers 
(#bragging). Enter, the era of FOMO (fear of missing out). On weekends, we’re 
even more prone to FOMO. But the founder and CEO of Zuckerberg Media (and, 
you guessed it, the sister to Facebook’s creator) says people should be focusing 
on JOMO (the joy of missing out) — the mantra that “there is nowhere I’d rather be 
than exactly where I am.” Successful people are often competitive, high achievers 
by nature — practicing an attitude of gratitude and resisting social-media-induced 
FOMO is key for a happy weekend. And isn’t happiness the real marker of success?
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Bill Gates: Take time to refl ect
The founder of Microsoft famously said, “It’s fi ne to celebrate success but it is more 
important to heed the lessons of failure.” Refl ection should be a daily practice but 
the weekends are a perfect opportunity to step back and refl ect on the lessons 
of the previous week and to make improvements for the next. Author of “The 
Happiness Project,” Gretchen Rubin, suggests starting a “one sentence journal” to 
encourage daily refl ection. Make Saturday or Sunday your day to fl ick back through 
the week’s entries!

Richard Branson: Give back
This billionaire entrepreneur says that “it is amazing how focusing your mind 
on issues like health, poverty, conservation and climate change can help to re-
energize your thinking in other areas.” Successful people agree with Anne Frank: 
“No one has ever become poor from giving.” Tom Corley studied the rich for fi ve 
years before writing his book “Wealthy Habits: The Daily Success Habits of Wealthy 
Individuals.” He found that 73% of wealthy people volunteer for fi ve or more hours 
per month. Nothing helps put things in perspective and reduce stress more than 
helping those less fortunate. Weekends are a great time to get involved in local and 
community volunteer events.

Jack Dorsey: Get ready for the rest of the week
The Twitter and Square co-founder is notorious for 16-hour work days from Monday 
to Friday but says, “Saturday I take off. I hike. And then Sunday is refl ections, 
feedback, strategy and getting ready for the rest of the week.” Forget Sunday 
blues, let’s call it “Sort-Your-Life-Out Sunday.” Laura Vanderkam, author of “What 
the Most Successful People Do on the Weekend,” says successful people know 
that weekends are actually the secret weapon in professional success: “You need 
to hit Monday ready to go.”

Jay Z: Keep up the momentum
He’s made an empire as a highly successful rap artist and entrepreneur, and the 
secret is right there in his lyrics: “You can want success all you want, but to get 
it, you can’t falter. You can’t slip. You can’t sleep. One eye open, for real, and 
forever.” (Decoded) Jay Z didn’t become worth $520 million by only wanting it fi ve 
out of seven days of the week.
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14 May 2015 & 18 June 2015 / 9AM - 5PM / Ventrax Training Centre,

Puchong, Selangor
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